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Diona won the work as a design and construct 
project. Having worked with Pezzimenti prior, 
they knew our capabilities regarding lengths 
of a single bore and the ability to perform 
intercept bores - where a second microtunnel 
targets the end of the first microtunnel 
creating one long tunnel.

Oran Park

Client / Head Contractor

Diona

Location

Oran Park

Length

2 x tunnels
Total: 317m 

Manufacturer

Pezzimenti LaserboreTM

Categories

Intercept Bore
Deep

Once critical area of this project was the sewer ran through a hill which, 
if open cut would require trenches up to 12m deep.

Diona engaged Pezzimenti in the concept stage of the design to see 
what was possible with respect to bore diameters and likely lengths of 
bores based on the ground conditions found in the geotech study for the 
Project - being solid shale.

From there, Diona selected suitable locations for shafts which were 
340m apart. Knowing that it was not possible to bore that length from 
one end, they prepared both shafts for boring with the plan being an 
intercept bore.
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Completing the Pipejack

Boring commenced from the upstream end and was dry for the majority of 
the length. The completion of the first bore left a length of approx 120m to 
complete the intercept bore.

Boring commenced from the downstream end. When the microtunnelling 
head was due to “break through”, a camera was sent from the upstream 
end to witness the cutters breaking through. The breakthrough was slightly 
off centre so the head continued to cut approx 5m past the break through 
point to ensure a smooth transition.

All rods were then retracted and the DN300mm GRP SN20,000 pipe was 
pushed up the bore from the top end on timber skids. Jacking / pushing 
load got to approx 5T which was well within the allowable jacking load.
A bulkhead was then built either end and the grout was poured from the 
bottom end.
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 When Accuracy Matters. 

For all inquiries – including Job Inspections, 

Quotations and Project Feasibilities – 

please don’t hesitate to contact Pezzimenti 

Tunnelbore.  We are confident we’ll hit the 

mark on your next microtunneling project. 


